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first.Possible role of the inducible form of glutathione
reductase in the methotrexate detoxication pathway in
rat kidney. We have shown that methotrexate (MTX)
is an effective inhibitor of glutathione reductase. In the
present study, we examined the potential involvement
of inducible glutathione reductase (GRd) in the renal
detoxication pathway of MTX. GRd activity was much
greater in MTX-pretreated rats than in control rats.
MTX pretreatment markedly decreased both GRd
protein and mRNA levels. The fall in GRd levels was
coincident with a decrease in GST-alpha protein and
GST-mu mRNA and with a decrease in the glutathione
concentrations in the renal tissue. In contrast, the level
of GRd protein in the kidney increased concomitantly
with an increase in GST-theta activity in the kidney
after MTX pretreatment. These results suggest that
inducible GRd plays a role in the renal cytosolic
detoxication pathway of MTX.import math import
vedo @vd.function def random_grid(n, vdf): """ A
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function that returns a vdf with a grid of random cells
within a box """ x, y, w, h = n.box.shape res =
vdf.box_diagonal(x - h, y - h) for i in range(n.first_f,
n.last_f): res.set(i, -1) res.set(i, random.random() * w)
return res @vd.function def grid(n, x, y, vdf): """ A
function that returns a vdf that contains cells with
information about the earth's surface """ res =
random_grid(n, vdf) res. ba244e880a
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